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Abstract
Addressing the issues associated with target fabrication and injection is a major part of an international program to
establish the feasibility of inertial fusion energy (IFE), both for laser-driven and heavy-ion driven concepts. A summary
of the unique materials science and chemistry research programs associated with supplying targets for an IFE power
plant is presented. The cost of manufacturing targets for commercial power applications is a significant perceived
feasibility issue for IFE, and preliminary estimates of Target Fabrication Facility costs are discussed for both direct and
indirect drive systems.
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1. Introduction and background
A central feature of an inertial fusion energy
(IFE) power plant is a target that has been
compressed and heated to fusion conditions by
the energy input of the driver beams. The target
must be accurately delivered to the target chamber
center at a rate of about 5/10 Hz, with a precisely
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predicted target location. The relatively fragile
cryogenic targets must survive injection into the
target chamber without damage.
An example of a recent direct drive IFE target
proposed by NRL is shown in Fig. 1. The target
consists of four parts: a high-Z (nominally Au and/
or Pd) coated polymer capsule of thickness about
1/5 mm, a DT filled CH foam ablator, a layer of
solid DT fuel, and a core containing DT vapor [1].
Shown in Fig. 2 is an example of a heavy-ion
indirect drive target proposed by Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL) [2]. The DT
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have a smooth inner ice surface finish, and reach
the chamber center at a temperature of about
18.5 K.

3. Research and development program

Fig. 1. Laser driven direct drive radiation preheat target for
IFE designed at NRL [1].

Fig. 2. Heavy-ion driven indirect drive target for IFE designed
at LLNL [2]. The length of the target is 20 mm and the average
radius is about 5 mm. The central fuel capsule is about 4.7 mm
in diameter and consists of an ablator (capsule) surrounding a
solid DT fuel layer of 0.32 mm thickness.

fuel is contained in the central capsule, which is
supported by a polymer membrane attached to the
hohlraum casing. The target technology development program addresses the issues of both direct
and indirect drive targets.

2. Key technical issues and target supply
requirements
The top-level critical issue being addressed is the
ability to provide targets filled with DT ice at
about 18.5 K, and meeting the geometric requirements, and deliver them accurately and repeatedly
to the center of a high-temperature target chamber
at a rate of about 5/10 Hz.
The ‘Target Fabrication Facility’ of an IFE
power plant must manufacture about 500 000
targets per day at a cost of about $0.25 /0.30
each [3]. After manufacture, the target is injected
into the target chamber at a rate of 5/10 Hz. The
DT layer must survive the exposure to the rapidly
increasing heat flux and remain highly symmetric,

The purpose of the target development program
is to provide the detailed scientific basis that will
be necessary for fueling of future IFE power
plants. Target fabrication tasks have concentrated
on investigating and developing the various materials needed by the target designs and on fabrication techniques that could eventually scale to low
cost and high production rate. In the area of
materials, very low-density foams doped with
high-Z materials, which provides the energy deposition material in the heavy-ion driven target
design, have been developed [4]. Development of
additional metal foam fabrication methods is
underway, including laser-assisted chemical vapor
deposition [5]. Injection molding for manufacture
of foam capsules is also being evaluated for its
ability to meet geometric requirements (Fig. 3). A
research-scale fluidized bed that is capable of
coating mandrels with relevant ablator materials
(Fig. 4) has also been built to evaluate scaleup and
future high-volume manufacturing methods. Microencapsulation is being studied for its potential
to directly produce spherical shells meeting IFE
capsule requirements (Figs. 5 and 6) [6]. Alloys of
high-Z materials, such as Au and Pd for the outer

Fig. 3. Injection-molded 4 mm diameter hemishell with a
400 mm wall.
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Fig. 4. A fluidized bed is a promising method for scaleup of
coating production in large quantities.
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layer of the radiation preheat target, are being
optimized to give the desired properties of high
reflectivity (for survival of the cryogenic target in
the high temperature chamber) and high permeation (for permeation filling with hydrogen isotopes).
Models for tritium inventory in the target
facility have been developed and used to project
acceptable quantities of tritium for future plant
operation [7]. Equipment is being constructed to
develop and demonstrate accurate placement and
precise tracking of targets during the injection
process [8].

4. Target fabrication facility design and costing
analysis
We must also understand the issues and factors
that can lead to effective, low-cost target
production */studies have consistently shown
that a cost reduction of at least four orders of
magnitude from current technologies will be
needed for future electricity production.
Fig. 5. Direct microencapsulation has the potential to produce
spherical capsules in the sizes and tolerances needed for IFE
power plants.

4.1. Direct drive targets
We have now, for the first time, prepared a
chemical engineering analysis of all of the process
steps needed to mass-produce direct drive targets
having gains suitable for commercial fusion in a
laser driven system. This modeling of target
fabrication includes process flows, mass-energy
balances, plant utilities, raw materials, quality
control, waste handling and recycle, capital equipment cost amortization, and staffing requirements.
Results of the modeling show that the future cost
goals of less than about $0.25 /0.30 per target can
be met, provided that the planned development
programs are implemented.
4.2. Indirect drive targets

Fig. 6. Direct microencapsulation of divinyl benzene foam
shells is being developed for the NRL radiation preheat target.

Compared to the laser direct drive target, the
baseline distributed radiator heavy ion fusion
design has a capsule that should be lower cost to
manufacture, but has the addition of a hohlraum.
Changes to the original, Ref. [3], target design to
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reduce manufacturing costs continue to be evaluated [9]. While final choices for the hohlraums
materials are still being evaluated, selections must
include consideration of (a) target design and
physics, (b) target manufacturing costs, (c) ability */and costs*/to remove the debris materials
from the primary coolant circulating loops, (d)
undesirable interactions of the materials with
structural materials in the reactor, (e) activation
and generation of high-level waste; and (f) environmental safety and health. Individual target
materials may or may not be recycled. Building
on the work performed for the direct drive target,
we have completed a partial analysis of the indirect
drive target, estimating the cost of manufacturing
the thick-walled polystyrene capsule, filling it with
fusion fuel, and layering the DT. These steps are
estimated to cost about 11 cents per target in a
future commercial production basis. This result is
also encouraging in that considerable cost margin
remains for the manufacture of the hohlraum
components and performing the hohlraum and
capsule assembly steps. Future work will focus on
evaluating these steps in conjunction with target
designers, and arriving at cost-effective selections
of materials and manufacturing processes.

5. Summary and conclusions
The ability to economically manufacture and
inject cryogenic targets is a significant feasibility
issue for future IFE power plants. The fabrication
development programs are focusing on methods
that will scale to mass production, and working
closely with target designers to make material
selections that will satisfy a wide range of required
and desirable characteristics. Preliminary estimates
of the costs to manufacture targets in a future

commercial power plant environment indicate that
cost goals for economical electricity production
can be met if the planned target development
programs are conducted.
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